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I thought 
I thought 
I thought 
I thought
it fumbled futurity 
it fumbled guiding lights 
it fumbled the wilderness 
it fumbled its angels
PAVEMENTS
I think there is the surface 
I think there is the fingernail 
I think there is polish 
I think there are billboards 
I think there is foliage 
I think there are newspapers 
I think there are monuments
I think this is deeper, I think this is sensitive,
I think this is under the sidewalks
I think this is under the pavements
I think this is deeply rooted to the surface
I think there is an empire underground
ANCIENT CITY
I think this is an ancient city
I think this is a city that has been built before
I think this is a city that has been built afterwards
I think this is a city that has been built by a Chinaman
I think of our oldest ancestors
I think of our past
I think of our futurity
I think of our happiness
I think of our voyagers
I think of our passports
I think this is a city that is topsy turvy
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I think the face of the earth is poised
I think the face of the earth is purposed
I think the face of the earth is the soul
I think the face of the earth is beautiful
I think the face of the earth is ecstatic
I think the face of the earth is perfumed
I think the face of the earth is divine
I think the face of the earth is covered with blossoms
I think the face of the earth is covered with sunbeams
I think the angels are lighting the candlelights today 
I think the face of the earth is covered with daisies
I think the face of the earth is covered with happiness
I think the face of the earth is covered with foliage
I think this is a city that is upside down 
I think this is a city amongst the stars 
I think of its dizzying heights 
I am an architect 
I am annihilated 
I am fatally wounded 
I am an angel 
I am in love
MOON AND STARS
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of its hindsight 
of its foresight
it was wearing its eyes on the back of its head
its eyes were everywhere
it was star gazing
it was staring upwards
of such dizzying heights
this was upside down
it was observing the underworld
it was observing the wilderness
the stars were on fire
it was observing the moon
it was funny
the moon was for some pumpkin
LAW AND AZURE
Life is a pebble 
Life is the law 
Life is falling
Life is falling thru the azure 
Life is falling thru the universe 
Life is bordered 
Life is law abiding
Life is a thread and needle that goes thru one's veins 
Life is the blue sky
Life is being sewn to a police pattern
GLASS AND SAND
Yet we live in a world that is thru the looking glass
Yet we live in a world that is discovering the azure
Yet we live in a world that is discovering the clouds
Yet we live in a world that is made of molten glass
and sand
Yet we live in a world that is discovering our dimensions
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